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Summary
• The Variation: Changes in state and local sales taxes

State sales tax changes, N=40
Local sales tax changes, N=4,000+
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Summary
• The Variation: Changes in state and local sales taxes
• The Data:

– Household-level data on spending
• Goods that are taxed and exempt
• Information on shopping trips and stores visited

– Also price data from Nielsen stores
– Wholesale price data by region for different goods and timing
– Media coverage of  sales tax increases

• This paper is a study of  four things:
1. Intertemporal substitution: lots of  substitution across month before vs. month after

– for both exempt and non-exempt goods
– because the number of  shopping trips changes rather than purchases/trip
– and more substitution for more durable or storable goods.
– Longer run responses are potentially endogenous and statistically weakly measured

2. Tax elasticities
– Little power or valid variation to investigate longer-run responses, although some evidence that 

households move shopping across borders (including on-line)
3. Markup variation by retailers

– Wholesale data prices involve lots of  aggregation and mismatch but little evidence for changes
4. Salience of  tax changes

– Higher short run response associated with more news/searches
– Is this size, speed of  response, demand for knowledge, etc.?

1. The response of  log spending to a 
1% tax increase by month
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1. Lots of  substitution from month before to month after
– IES = 1.7 
– But is this an IES?
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1. Lots of  substitution from month before to month after
2. The precision seems overstated.  

– Reasonable degree of  confidence that time-0 increases causes decrease in spending 
in month 3, increase in month 4, decrease in month 6

– Cluster at the level of  goods and month as well as household
– Collapse to goods-location level  before regressing
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1. Lots of  substitution from month before to month after
2. The precision seems overstated.  
3. Is there longer term decrease in spending?

– Ignoring the high initial substitution, spending levels look similar
– Including months -1 and 0 leads to: 0.7% positive 3mo before to 0.1% 

negative  7mo after
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Durability

• Classified by Nielsen shelf-life and rules of  
thumb as well as by frequency of  purchase

Depvar: log growth rate of spending

Moving from purchased 
1/week (Purch=4.3) to 
1/month (Purch=1) makes 
purchases decrease by 
additional 10%

And cut back the two 
months before increase

Exempt vs. covered goods

Quite similar 
responses for covered 
and exempt goods

Why?
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Because shopping trips change not 
purchases of  goods of  each type per trip
• Households visit 8 fewer retailers and 3 fewer store locations the 

month after the tax rate increases by one percent relative to the month 
before

Why?
• Efficient to buy when in the store
• Confusion by households

• “In practice, the laws determining which goods are exempt and non-exempt are quite 
detailed and technical, so it would not be surprising to have a significantly level of  this 
sort of  error on the part of  households.” 

• Or confusion by researchers.  Measurement is a concern. 
– Unobserved coverage of  city-level changes (the vast majority of  

changes)
Question: do we see the appropriate increase in purchases/trip at the 
household level?

• Exempt items not a control group (Chetty, Looney, and Kroft, 2006)

Spending vs. Consumption

• Theory with inter-temporal separability:

– Consumption is flat before tax increase, and falls once permanently 
at tax increase

• A noted: implies high IES in the short run, something like 1.5
• The paper suggests this is about the difference between 

consumption and spending, but has no direct evidence to 
distinguish the two
– Example: Suppose sales tax on eating out was raised. Would we not 

expect an increase in eating out right before the increase and a 
dropoff right afterwards?  Both larger than the long-run effect?

• The policy-relevant IES is the long-run one . . . 

Ct  −Pt
−1  −
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Annual changes

– Lots of  statistical uncertainty
– A difference between exempt and covered goods: only 

covered appear to respond
– Point estimate of  nonexempt elasticity is -0.5% and 

cannot rule out 0 or -1%.  
– -1% is a substantial number not “economically 

insignificant”  
– Does it really “contrast sharply with our results in the 

short run” except with respect to statistical power?

2. Tax elasticities

• Little power in measuring long-run spending 
responses (Table 12)

• Tax changes are also endogenous
– Associated with worsening fiscal situations and lower 

business growth, house values, etc.
• Some evidence of  avoidance behavior in year 

before vs. year after:
– More spending done on zip codes other than those the 

household resides in
– More on-line shopping
– Needs quantification!!
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3. Price variation
1. Wholesale prices

• Matching to goods appears really messy and imprecise
• “The implied markup distribution supports the accuracy of  both the raw data and our unit price 

calculations, with 90 percent of  markups falling between -7 percent and 135 percent.”

2. Retail prices
• Store-level data rather than Nielsen prices for each good?

• Findings (Table 17) at a monthly frequency

• No measured effects on wholesale prices
• Small effect on retail prices: a 1% increase in tax leads to a 0.16-0.22% decrease in 

price
• Separate tradables from non-tradables, or are they all effectively tradable goods?
• Estimate local (retail) cost shares?

• Findings (Table 17) at an annual frequency

• Bigger than at a monthly frequency
Are price responses bigger than quantity response?

– Odd if  true, but maybe not comparable coefficients (question for authors)
Suggestions:
• Separate tradable goods from non-tradable, or are they all effectively 

tradable goods?
• Use variation in local (retail, preparation, etc.) cost shares?

At an annual frequency
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4. Salience/attention

Chetty, Looney, Kroft post some prices in a supermarket that include sales 
taxes and some that do not, and display which is which.  People substitute 
away from the product categories that are tax-inclusive.  Argue that 
salience matters.

Baker-Kueng: News sources and Google search data
- Both measures rise before sales tax changes
- Larger changes get more attention
- Search and news about exemptions do not rise 
- Where does variation in these measure come from?

 If  variation in pre-existing information
• Low search and news signal the sales tax change is not news, everybody knows 

about it: low search more salient
If  variation in “importance”

• Low search/news signal that nobody cares about it: low search less salient
 No change in exemptions search/news because no change in what is 

exempt and everyone knows this already?

Finding: More news, more month-to-
month spending response

• Interpretation:
– Salience increases substitution and news measures more knowledge 

by households (not more information needed)
– News measures breadth of  coverage, so more substitution for 

changes with fewer exemptions (could instead by a bias in the 
reverse direction: more coverage of  smaller, less-noticed changes)

• Also show more response for ballot-driven changes 
(quantitatively small)
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Conclusion
This paper has interesting month-to-month variation in the after-tax price 
of  goods

1) Significant responses to tax changes, with monthly IES for purchases 
of  1.5
• Consistent with optimization in response to a predictable change in price for 

goods that are durable, storable or provide lasting utility
• Interesting that it applies to shopping trips and so to exempt and non-exempt 

goods
• The expected effects on internet purchases, look more into what zip-codes saw 

what tax changes
2) I don’t think the paper can say much about the longer-run public 

finance questions of  interest
3) Retailers raise prices by 15-20% of  tax increase in the monthly and cut 

by 28-36% of  tax year over year (not statistically diff  from monthly)
4) More news attention is associated with a larger short-term spending 

response
• What drives this variation?

– Paper has work to do explaining, convincing about the price data, and 
could be more careful with inference. Variation is aggregate.


